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'$9.$8'*!$-/.4/'$'/6&8!$'2/-(/.$*+&**&-$!5)!&$032'$8&$6!*)$(9'*&*:!/'*,-$*&N'$'**!-0!
(9'! qEU.4/'$'/6&8! /'8',(-/! .$4!+'(.5-3&*+! -0! $-/',&$',9/&$'! ?W(6'$! .$4! j./e.$&.*:!
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(&+'! 8-234! 5'! /'*,-$*&53'! 0-/! .! 4'('/&-/.(&-$! .0('/! 89&345&/(9<!F-+'$!79-! /',-/('4!
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,/'*'$(!.3/'.4)!42/&$6!,/'6$.$8)!.$4!.!*244'$!89.$6'!-0!(9'*'!0.8(-/*!.0('/!89&345&/(9!





,'.e! *)+,(-+*!-0! k+.('/$&()!532'*l<!#88-/4&$63):!7'! 0-2$4!.$! .882+23.(&-$!-0! $'7!
,.$&8! +.$&0'*(.(&-$*! &$! (9'! 0&/*(! O! 4.)*! .0('/! 89&345&/(9<! #*! ,.$&8! 4&*-/4'/! .$4!
4',/'**&-$! 9.N'! +.$)! 5&-3-6&8.3! 0'.(2/'*! &$! 8-++-$! ?P/'6-&/'! '(! .3<:! EHHM@:!
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